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RESEARCH
Cellular	

Reprogramming	and	
Control:	

Genomic	Architecture	and	
Dynamics	(Immune,	Stem	

Cells,		&	Neurons)

Machine	Intelligence:	
Inference	from	

Observational	Data	to	
Predictive	Dynamical	

Causal	Models

Translational	Medicine:	
CANCER	(Melanoma,	Breast	cancer);	NEUROLOGY	(Alzheimer,	Multiple	Sclerosis,	Frontal	Dementia

PUBLICATIONS	SINCE	2016:	~100 Papers;	Nature	Methods	(1),	PNAS	(3),		Entropy	(3),	Nature	Communications	
(4),	Nature	Machine	Intelligence	(1),	PLoS Biology	(1),	PLoS Computational	Biology	(1),	Cell	Systems	(1)		&	Three	
Books				



• To: Construct causal inference machines & Decode cellular 
networks & Deconvolute diseases

• We need address: How to enable large-scale computation and 
machine learning to “learn” from data recorded from living 
systems

• Therefore: How to “augment/empower” & make them “nice” 
(computable) data-sets, (a) recommendation problem, graphs 
(PPI), (b) integration of different data-types (c) low level 
statistical treatment, (d) manifold learning (space, time) 

• learning causal (mechanistic) models from data

• Test and evaluate computational predictions in wetlab
molecular biology experiments

Examples of Broad Problems we work on



• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

ROADMAP



1. ML for data-preprocessing – work in a space with reduced dimensionality



2. Multiple Small “different” Data-sets – then use ML to merge them 
and gain power in your analysis – “old” ML + new data = True



Fig 1. Single–cell multi–data integration using SOMs.

Jansen C, Ramirez RN, El-Ali NC, Gomez-Cabrero D, Tegner J, et al. (2019) Building gene regulatory networks from scATAC-
seq and scRNA-seq using Linked Self Organizing Maps. PLOS Computational Biology 15(11): e1006555. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006555
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006555

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006555


3. Avoid complicated step in the analysis by finding a short-cut using 
Machine Learning – here in the shape of a neural network



3. Avoid complicated step in the analysis by finding a short-cut using 
Machine Learning – here in the shape of a neural network

Deriving Disease Modules from the Compressed Transcriptional Space Embedded in a Deep Auto-encoder. Dwivedi et al 2019 



• Numerous tools, architectures, and learning algorithms (from 
regression to more advanced) that can be used in your data-
analysis

• Scientific domain expertise critically important – what is the 
question, what data (experimental – your own, public, 
simulation data, …)

• Details matters ! Preprocessing steps of data ……

• Examples: Use ML for compression, integration, classification, 
…. & interpretation (gives new input to ML as well)

• In the space of life-sciences – a perfect storm

On Low hanging fruits





• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

ROADMAP



MACHINE LEARNING AS BLACK (BOX) MAGIC



MACHINE LEARNING AS BLACK (BOX) MAGIC



WHAT’s THE PROBLEM IF ANY WITH A BLACK BOX

• Difficulty of training deep systems (now 
“resolved”) but

• We like to understand why something works 
(SVMs nice)

• Find the key features, properties, mechanisms 
enabling classification, regression, …

• Mitigate possibility of Adversarial Attacks 
(cyber security)



JUDEA PEARL



ML AS CURVE FITTING



ACCURATE PREDICTIONS DOES NOT NECESSARILY IMPLY TRUE MODELS



“Interpretation” needed for Life science, 
,precision medicine, clinical decision support 

systems 

Predictive Biomarkers – related to 
outcomes ? Such as drugs; disease 
progression, disease mechanisms)



Thinking about Mechanistic Models (Causality)





1: Graphical Models, Bayesian Networks

2: “Inferring” (Ordinary) Differential Equations from Data 

3: Making a model of the world from data (observations), 
finding the (discrete) rules of the game

Thinking about Mechanistic Models (Causality)



Problem solved in 2002, 2003 …..- not really



One success story





Fig. 2. 
Computational 
approach for 

detecting 
conservation laws 

from 
experimentally 
collected data. 

Michael Schmidt, and Hod Lipson Science 2009;324:81-85
American Association for the Advancement of Science







”Best in Class” – Manual Work

• Defined 28 modules
• 900 publications
• 1900 “experimental” parameters



Growing frustration with models …

1.How to understand (make sense of) these complicated 
models

2. The construction of these models is severely biased & 
manual….

Universally Sloppy Parameter Sensitivities
in Systems Biology Models
Ryan N. Gutenkunst1*, Joshua J. Waterfall2, Fergal P. Casey3, Kevin S. Brown4, Christopher R. Myers5, James P. Sethna1

1 Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, United States of America, 2 Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics, Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York, United States of America, 3 UCD Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research, University College Dublin, Belfield, Ireland,

4 Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States of America, 5 Cornell Theory Center, Cornell University, Ithaca,
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Quantitative computational models play an increasingly important role in modern biology. Such models typically
involve many free parameters, and assigning their values is often a substantial obstacle to model development.
Directly measuring in vivo biochemical parameters is difficult, and collectively fitting them to other experimental data
often yields large parameter uncertainties. Nevertheless, in earlier work we showed in a growth-factor-signaling model
that collective fitting could yield well-constrained predictions, even when it left individual parameters very poorly
constrained. We also showed that the model had a ‘‘sloppy’’ spectrum of parameter sensitivities, with eigenvalues
roughly evenly distributed over many decades. Here we use a collection of models from the literature to test whether
such sloppy spectra are common in systems biology. Strikingly, we find that every model we examine has a sloppy
spectrum of sensitivities. We also test several consequences of this sloppiness for building predictive models. In
particular, sloppiness suggests that collective fits to even large amounts of ideal time-series data will often leave many
parameters poorly constrained. Tests over our model collection are consistent with this suggestion. This difficulty with
collective fits may seem to argue for direct parameter measurements, but sloppiness also implies that such
measurements must be formidably precise and complete to usefully constrain many model predictions. We confirm
this implication in our growth-factor-signaling model. Our results suggest that sloppy sensitivity spectra are universal
in systems biology models. The prevalence of sloppiness highlights the power of collective fits and suggests that
modelers should focus on predictions rather than on parameters.

Citation: Gutenkunst RN, Waterfall JJ, Casey FP, Brown KS, Myers CR, et al. (2007) Universally sloppy parameter sensitivities in systems biology models. PLoS Comput Biol
3(10): e189. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.0030189

Introduction

Dynamic computational models are powerful tools for
developing and testing hypotheses about complex biological
systems [1–3]. It has even been suggested that such models will
soon replace databases as the primary means for exchanging
biological knowledge [4]. A major challenge with such models,
however, is that they often possess tens or even hundreds of
free parameters whose values can significantly affect model
behavior [5,6]. While high-throughput methods for discover-
ing interactions are well-developed [7], high-throughput
methods for measuring biochemical parameters remain
limited [8]. Furthermore, using values measured in vitro in
an in vivo application may introduce substantial inaccuracies
[9,10]. On the other hand, collectively fitting parameters
[11,12] by optimizing the agreement between the model and
available data often yields large parameter uncertainties [13–
15]. In approaches typically more focused on steady-state
distributions of fluxes in metabolic networks, metabolic
control analysis has been used to quantify the sensitivity of
model behavior with respect to parameter variation [16], and
flux-balance analysis and related techniques have probed the
robustness of metabolic networks [17,18].

One way to cope with the dearth of reliable parameter
values is to focus on predictions that are manifestly
parameter-independent [19], but these are mostly qualitative.
An alternative is not to forsake quantitative predictions, but
to accompany them with well-founded uncertainty estimates
based on an ensemble of parameter sets statistically drawn

from all sets consistent with the available data [20].
(Uncertainties in the model structure itself may be important
in some cases. Here we focus on parameter uncertainties, as
they are often important on their own.) Brown et al. took this
approach in developing a computational model of the well-
studied growth-factor-signaling network in PC12 cells [21].
They collectively fit their model’s 48 parameters to 68 data
points from 14 cell-biology experiments (mostly Western
blots). After the fit, all 48 parameters had large uncertainties;
their 95% confidence intervals each spanned more than a
factor of 50. Surprisingly, while fitting this modest amount of
data did not tightly constrain any single parameter value, it
did enable usefully tight quantitative predictions of behavior
under interventions, some of which were verified experi-
mentally.
In calculating their uncertainties, Brown et al. found that

the quantitative behavior of their model was much more
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Zoo of molecular features and we need to integrate/coarse grain



1: Graphical Models, Bayesian Networks

2: “Inferring” (Ordinary) Differential Equations from Data 

3: Making a model of the world from data (observations), 
finding the (discrete) rules of the game

Thinking about Mechanistic Models (Causality)





Causality – next big thing in AI/ML ?



• Given the molecular zoo & our incomplete knowledge – it is far 
from trivial to infer or learn the equations

• A library approach does not really scale
• Bayesian models are still to data-hungry, issues with latent 

variables, cycles, and non-linearities
• Strong assumptions/controlled environment needed (linearity, 

large number of “nice” data, i.e. perturbations, …..)

• So what to do ?

Conclusions thus far 



1.How to formulate causal models of temporal 
(biological) systems without precise knowledge & 
sparse data?

2. How to formalize our uncertainty in the context of 
mechanistic (not statistical) models ?

3. How to identify causal structures in “uncertain” 
models ?

4. How to perform causal reasoning over these causal 
structures, i.e what-if questions ?

Some Challenges when studying Temporal (Living) Systems: 





• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

ROADMAP



1: Graphical Models, Bayesian Networks

2: “Inferring” (Ordinary) Differential Equations from Data 

3: Making a model of the world from data (observations), 
finding the (discrete) rules of the game

Thinking about Mechanistic Models (Causality)



Lots of Data, Yet Sparse, Poor Understanding 
Lesions, Inflammation, Foam cell formation, plaque formation 



• We need to reconstruct a movie, without having 
access to information (observations) of several of 
the main characters

• We know the overall sentiment of the movie, it goes 
south

• Our data is approximately of the type like averages 
over pixels across time

Question: what is the narrative in the movie, and what 
would happen if we could intervene with different 
events during the movie

Problem formulation 



• We constructed a differential equation models
• 17 state-variables (only observe one = data, 16 latent

variables & 60 parameter & more or less 
unconstrained)

• Ignore molecular details – data as averaging over 
pixel in a movie

• Particle Swarm Optimization searching for ensembles 
of models SUFFICIENT to account for the observation of 
the one variable over time (1000 of them…)

• Using mutual information – between state-variables -
we identify four distinct causal classes of models

• Prediction of stratified disease groups, experimental 
validation.

Decoding causal explanations for disease progression



• We need to reconstruct a movie, without having access to information 
(observations) of several of the main characters

• We know the overall sentiment of the movie, it goes south

• Our data is approximately of the type like averages over pixels across time

Question: what is the narrative in the movie, and what would happen if we could 
intervene with different events during the movie

• an uncertainty projection of a low-dimensional non-
linear problem into a high-dimensional search 
problem then map onto tractable information-space 
then transformed as a causal reasoning what-if 
problem

• we find a limited number of – predictable – validated -
narratives consistent with data -> personalized 
medicine scenarious

CONCLUDING REMARKS – causal search problem -> narratives



• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

ROADMAP



Cells – ”Atoms” of Life



Regulatory Networks Controlling Cell Identity, Transitions, and Fate 



Regulatory Networks Controlling Cell Identity, Transitions, and Fate 



Now, what about the landscape & networks ?



ü Precision (engineering) Biology - Single Cell Genomics 
(synthetic biology)

ü Computational Sciences - Machine Learning/AI

Two ongoing revolutions 



Single Cell Genomics



My most important event in life is …..?  









Walking this path requires careful attention to data & theory & algorithms



Manifold detection and alignment - Data Integration with VAE 
and cycleGANs & Simulated & Real Data



59

Systems with transitions driven by underlying latent variables are difficult



PITCHFORK
BIFURCATION 

SADDLE- NODE
BIFURCATTION

Systems with transitions driven by underlying latent variables are difficult



Decoding this ”simple” system – all methods thus far…fails …



62

ACDC-Model as a FOLD-HOPF-Model

ACDC-model Fold-Hopf-model



• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

ROADMAP





Somehow humans can detect patterns …. 



Somehow humans can detect patterns …. 



Somehow humans can detect patterns …. 



Discovering the Latent Space in Images



Large-scale recognition



Data are embedded in a high-
dimensional yet finite manifold



The Importance of ”good” Representations



The Importance of ”good” Representations





• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs

ROADMAP



THE NATURE OF NATURE











What is a pattern – Random vs Algorithmic



Algorithmic Information Theory

1.62 million bits 
?  
(24 bit color) 



•Complexity of an object is the length of the 
shortest computer program that describes the 
object

•If equal to the length of the object, its random

•Kolmogorov, Chaitin, Martin-Löf proved (1965 !!) 
equivalence between incompressibility & 
unpredictability

Algorithmic Information Theory



Random Systems

Not compressible

Not causal

Algorithmic Information Theory

High algorithmic complexity



Estimate 
algorithmic 
complexity of 
systems

The Idea

Approximate algorithmic 
complexity 

Finding short 
computer 
programs

Finding short 
generative
models



Drosophila Melanogaster

Drosophila melanogaster is a species of fly (the taxonomic order 
Diptera) in the family Drosophilidae. The species is known generally 
as the common fruit fly or vinegar fly. Starting with Charles W. 
Woodworth's proposal of the use of this species as a model 
organism, D. melanogaster continues to be widely used for 
biological research in genetics, physiology, microbial pathogenesis, 
and life history evolution. As of 2017, eight Nobel prizes had been 
awarded for research using Drosophila.[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drosophilidae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_W._Woodworth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physiology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathogenesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_history_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drosophila_melanogaster


Fruit flies for computer science, math, and causal discovery



Turing machine

● Mathematical model of computation that defines an abstract 
machine,which manipulates symbols on a strip of tape according to a 
table of rules

Fruit flies for computer science, math, and causal discovery



Kolmogorov Complexity

● The length of the shortest program p that outputs the string s on a 
universal Turing machine T

● This universal measure of complexity is uncomputable
● Upper bounds can be found

Zenil, H.; Soler-Toscano, F et al .(2015, August 26). Two Dimensional Kolmogorov Complexity and an Empirical Validation of the Coding Theorem Method by 
Compressibility.



Solomonoff-Levin Algorithmic 
Probability

● Describes the expected probability of a random program p running on 
a universal Turing machine T producing s upon halting

● Higher probability, less random

Zenil, H.; Soler-Toscano, F et al .(2015, August 26). Two Dimensional Kolmogorov Complexity and an Empirical Validation of the Coding Theorem Method by 
Compressibility. 



Coding Theorem

● There exists a constant such that if a string has many descriptions, it 
also has a short one.

● Connects frequency of occurrence of a string  with its algorithmic 
complexity

● Implies that one can calculate the Kolmogorov complexity of a string 
from its frequency

Zenil, H.; Soler-Toscano, F et al .(2015, August 26). Two Dimensional Kolmogorov Complexity and an Empirical Validation of the Coding Theorem Method by 
Compressibility. 



• Example of graphs

Building some Intuition

LOW LOW          HIGH



Rank the 
elements in 
the system 

Core Concept – rank the parts of the system

their 
algorithmic 
contribution 
to the system

Positive 
or 
Negative 
shifts 

Towards 
or
Away

from 
randomness

e is negative
If
C(G) – C(G\e) < 0

e moves the 
network towards 
randomness



Core Concept – rank the parts of the system

e is negative if C(G) – C(G\e) < 0 (red)

e is positive if C(G) – C(G\e) > 0 (blue)

e is neutral if C(G) – C(G\e) = 0



Results 
①Identification of vulnerable breaking points
②Parameter free minimization of dimensions (MILS)
③Parameter free maximization of randomness 
(MARPA)
④Existence of entropy deceiving graphs 
⑤Reconstruction of generative rules
⑥Qualitatively Predictive sketch of Attractor 
Landscape
⑦Reprogramming – quantification of algorithmic 
plasticity/resilience of a system
⑧Identification of “random vs. structure” inducing 
nodes
⑨Time - Mature vs. undifferentiated cell states
⑩Approximation of the associated Waddington 
Landscape





1: Graphical Models, Bayesian Networks

2: “Inferring” (Ordinary) Differential Equations from Data 

3: Making a model of the world from data (observations), 
finding the (discrete) rules of the game

Thinking about Mechanistic Models (Causality)



In General - THE CHALLENGE FOR THE OBSERVER



• https://github.com/allgebrist/Causal-Deconvolution-of-Networks/
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkmz7DAA-t8&feature=youtu.be

How	to	Disentangle	Causal	Needles	in	a	Haystack	?	



Importance
● Compression

● Machine Intelligence



Publications on Algorithmic Complexity since 2013



Towards an explainable AI scientist – The Universal Distribution



Towards an explainable AI scientist – The Universal Distribution



• Low hanging fruits
• Beyond associations: Causality, discover new mechanisms

and effects of interventions, -> explainable AI
• Causal discovery in the small data regime
• On data requirements for causality
• Compositionality (features, manifolds, hierarchies)
• Generative Models (distributions, differential equations, and 

programs)
• AIT – world is an assembly of short programs 

• We can successively approximate something – an AI scientist -
which can help science – as a pragmatic bench tool - in 
detecting and explore a larger universe of causal (generative 
model based) explanations in our journey towards 
understanding how things work….

CONCLUSIONS 


